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Two top quality models comprise the 630 range.
Different layouts but still the same uncompromising
attention to detail found across all our models.
Crafted by the same team that have been creating
award-winning designs for over 20 years we give you
the opportunity to choose the cabinets, upholstery
and exterior colours to create your perfect
motorhome.
With ingenious space creating design, subtle

lighting and large windows allowing natural light to
flood in you will enjoy the whole experience of
travelling and spending your valuable leisure time in
your motorhome.
With two 630 models we aim to give you the choice

on your ideal layout either front or rear lounge. Top
quality luxury – beautifully apportioned – what else can
we say but enjoy…

Sophistication at its finest
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This motorhome builds on the style and
sophistication of its smaller sister the 600 RL.  Being
thoughtfully crafted and expertly finished with
practical refinements to maximise space. The 630 RL
boasts an extended rear lounge making into either
twin beds or king sized double. With swivel front
seats the additional length allows more use of the
front seating area. This iconic motorhome provides
unrivalled convenience and comfort befitting of its
heritage.
Our large windows ensures an abundance of

natural light, making the 630 RL most pleasant
environment in which to spend your time while
offering a perfect view of the word around you.
Exclusive lighting design makes every evening a

special occasion, whatever your destination you will
arrive refreshed, relaxed and ready for the next
adventure.

The fully lined shower room is immaculately
designed and is complimented by the beautifully
specified kitchen including full sized cooker, generous
fridge and a most useful sink/drainer as found in all
of our motorhomes.
The twin rear doors are retained on this model or

you may choose our optional rear panel which, for
2014, has a significantly increased boot opening
combined with equally impressive storage space.
This offers the most versatile combination of
convenience and space you could ever desire.
As a final statement to the IH exclusivity we have

introduced a new livery package for all 2014 models,
giving a fresh modern face to compliment the
exceptional new features and innovations we have
designed into each IH, making every moment of your
travels very special indeed.

630 
Sophistication at its finest
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Relentless in our pursuit of perfection the
accumulated skills of our design and engineering
team ensure the that the IH experience lives up to
your dream of a luxury motorhome lifestyle.  The 630
FL gives you a front lounge layout and L-shaped
settee – perfect for throwing back the sliding door
and making the most of the views, wherever you
travel. And as we have found many pet owners enjoy
the additional floor space when touring with their four
legged friends.
As in all IH models the finest materials feature

throughout and the living space flows through the full
kitchen to the exquisitely designed washroom at the
rear with its massive wardrobe hanging space. The
design creates the ideal environment to relax or
entertain. Careful design of overhead lockers and
cupboards maximises storage and combined with
contemporary lighting, luxury upholstery and high
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quality woodwork, the IH owner will appreciate that
IH is always “ahead of the game”.
The newly designed 2014 rear panel (fitted as

standard on this model) allows increased access to
the rear and turns this van into the perfect
motorhome for an array of outdoor activities including
golf, water sports or simply wonderful excursions.
With the 630 FL you never need to compromise, you
can saviour every moment whilst travelling or at rest,
after all that’s why you choose this lifestyle and our
aim is to ensure you can make the most of that life.
As with all our models you have a wonderful choice

of exterior colours, interior fabrics and cabinetry
choices to ensure you do not own just another
motorhome, you own “your” motorhome.

Pure Enjoyment – Pure IH
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Base Vehicle Specifications
Engines 130 Multijet ll 150 Multijet ll 180 Multijet Power

No. of cylinders, arrangement. 4, Inline 4, Inline 4, Inline

Capacity (cc) 2287 2287 2999

Max Power output (hp @ rpm) 130@3600 148@3600 177@3500

Max. Torque (Nm @ rpm) 320@1800 350@1500 400@1400

Emissions level Euro 5+

Transmission

Drive Front

Clutch Single Disc with Hydraulic release device

No. of Gears 6 + Reverse (Manual) 6 + Reverse (Manual)
6 + Reverse Comfort-Matic
(See Options)

Steering

Type Rack & Power - Servotronic (variable power-assisted)

Turning circle (kerb to kerb) 14.28m

Braking System

Type Dual H-I circuit; front & rear discs. ABS & Electronic
Brake-force Distribution corrector (EBD)

Front 300mm self ventilated

Rear 280mm

Suspension

Front McPherson type, independent wheel, with trailing arms, helical
springs, telescopic shock absorbers and roll bar

Rear Tubular rigid axle and longitudinal parabolic leaf springs, 
telescopic shock absorbers, elastic lateral stoppers and roll bar

Wheels

Tyres 215/75 R16

Key Weights & Measures

Max. Towable weight (braked) 2500kg

Max. Payload Dependent on specification & options fitted

Fuel Tank 90 litres

Fresh Water Tank 67 litres

Waste Tank 60 litres

Gas Tank 20 litres

Overall Dimensions

630 RL/630 FL

Length  6363mm (20’ 9”)

Height 2615mm (8’ 7”)

Width 2050mm  (6’ 9”)

Width inc Mirrors 2350mm (7’ 9”)

Bed Layout & Dimensions

630 RL

Singles – 1980 x 635mm (6’ 6” x 2’ 1”)

King size double 1880 x 1980mm (6’ 2” x 6’ 6”)

Double can be made up lateral or tranverse

630 FL

Double 1880 x 1220mm (6’ 2” x 4’)

Lateral only

630 RL

630 FL

Specifications subject to change without notice


